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THE AMERICAS: UNITED STATES
What are the most significant global issues facing us today?

Conscious (and unconscious) change, shift and transformation of our planetary worldview, especially in terms of pace, 
place and grace of Earth’s human species and the need for a deeper comprehension and vital relationship with all of the 
scientific information, new knowledge and expanded awareness being discovered and disclosed throughout the cosmos.

What do you see as the main innovations happening around the world, those which are game 
changing and/or disruptive?

At its deepest creative and recreative level innovation manifests when humans consciously re-think, re-intend and 
re-invent on the species level, through active imagination and visionary exploration into the real dreams and symbolic 
myths of the collective unconscious.  Here, then and there do our outcomes, fate and destiny clarify, if not, change “The 
Game Itself.”

What do you see as the main innovations in the spa/wellness industry (existing and future)?

The state of “The Waters” symbolically reveals the dynamic conditions, sustainable capacities and regenerative possibilities 
lived and experienced in world spa cultures. Actively imagining within, around and throughout the universal symbolism 
of “The Waters” facilitates an ever-present innovation. “The Waters are to the Body, as Dreams are to the Soul” - and 
Soul/Psyche is a primal source for manifesting innovation through imagination. 

What do you see as the greatest opportunities/challenges for the global spa and wellness industry?

Creating, co-creating and recreating safe, sustainable and sacred sanctuaries for contemplative inspiration and incubating 
innovation while at the same time living, teaching and maintaining balance, harmony and grace during times of chaotic 
transitions in global mind shift and of our world view.

What are some practical ways for businesses to create a climate for creativity and innovation?

Study, research, and practice a natural philosophy, depth psychology and principles of the earth’s healing waters, spa 
culture elements and eco-social-psi-dreaming.
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